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ABSTRACT 
Speechreading is the art of using visual and contextual cues in 
the environment to support listening. Often used by d/Deaf and 
Hard-of-Hearing (d/DHH) individuals, it highlights nuances of rich 
communication. However, lived experiences of speechreaders are 
underdocumented in HCI literature, and the impact of online envi-
ronments and interactions of captioning with speechreading has not 
been explored in depth. We bridge these gaps through a three-part 
study consisting of formative interviews, design probes, and design 
sessions with 12 d/DHH individuals who speechread. Our primary 
contribution is to understand the lived experience of speechreading 
in online communication, and thus to better understand the rich-
ness and variety of techniques d/DHH individuals use to provision 
access. We highlight technical, environmental and sociocultural 
factors that impact communication accessibility, explore the design 
space of speechreading supports and share considerations for the 
design future of speechreading technology. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
Any language used in communication has semantic (i.e., meaning 
of words), paralinguistic (i.e., pitch, volume, intonation) and non-
verbal (i.e., facial expressions, body language) components. These 
components play a vital role in rich interaction; it is important to 
know not only what was said but how it was said. Bolinger aptly 
summarizes why: “Much of the time [the aim of speech] is to cajole, 
persuade, entreat, excuse, cow, deceive, or merely to maintain contact 
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. . . The importance [of what is said] can be underscored by the words 
we choose. . . or it can be underscored by the tone.” (Bolinger, 1986). 
However, with hearing loss, access to semantic and paralinguistic 
components of spoken language is reduced. 

Sign language can convey paralinguistic nuance through the 
speed and fow of signs and accompanying facial expressions. How-
ever, of the estimated 48 million Americans with hearing loss, only 
500,000 use sign language [41, 47]. Sign language use is similarly 
low in other countries due to the deleterious impacts of oralism 
and audist beliefs [7]. While hearing aids and cochlear implants 
attempt to improve access to semantic and paralinguistic compo-
nents of speech, and captions provide semantic information, only 
speechreading focuses on how things are said. With speechreading, 
movements of lips, teeth and tongue are used along with nonver-
bal and contextual cues to “hear” what is being said visually [33]. 
Although speechreading ofers this important context, its cognitive 
demands are high and its accuracy variable due to the inherent 
ambiguity of mouth shapes (for example, /p/ and /b/ look identi-
cal on the lips). Thus, speechreading is most efective in settings 
where communication includes a rich variety of contextual and 
non-verbal components. With the increasing importance of online 
communication, especially during the early months of the pandemic 
when few in-person conversations took place, captioning has risen 
in prominence. While a few commercial tools allow captions to 
be placed near a speaker’s mouth, video conferencing ofers lim-
ited support for speechreading, thus forcing d/DHH individuals to 
chose between speechreading and captioning; between semantic 
and non-verbal cues. 

Previous research has explored factors that impact speechread-
ing ability [42, 56], visualizations to support speechreading [18, 
44, 45, 66], and approaches to improve captioning experiences[9, 
21, 24, 34, 36, 39, 46, 51, 57, 61–63]. However, most prior work has 
looked at these technologies in isolation and fails to capture socio-
cultural and environmental factors at play. In addition, research 
into technologies that may improve the accuracy of speechreading 
is still nascent and has focused on individual words rather than 
continuous speech. With the growing popularity of video-calls and 
the diferent visual afordances of online environments, we need 
to understand how to create an accessible communication space 
online and support a variety of communication strategies including 
speechreading and captioning. 

To understand the richness of d/DHH approaches to accessible 
communication, we present a three-part study, including semi
structured interviews, design probes and design sessions, with 12 

-

d/DHH individuals who self-identify as speechreaders. Although 
our focus is on speechreaders, our study is about communication in 
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general, not just speechreading: We take a broad approach, explor-
ing lived experiences in formative interviews, grounding possible 
solutions in a design probe of mocked-up speechreading supports 
designed to encourage diverse ideation, and integrating partici-
pants’ life experiences with concrete designs in design sessions. 
Our mixed methods approach allows us to study speechreading in 
the context of multiple communication technologies and to better 
understand its role in communication. Throughout our fndings, 
we emphasize the complexity of communication and the value of 
providing information that goes beyond captioning in supporting 
d/DHH communication goals. 

Our contributions ofer a better understanding of the richness 
and variety of techniques d/DHH individuals use to provision access. 
They include: 

• Empirical accounts of communication in online environ-
ments, including the variety of ways speechreaders inter-
act with other d/DHH accessibility aids such as caption-
ing; and the importance of interdependence in ensuring 
access. 

• Study of design probes of continuous speechreading sup-
ports in video-calls, including video mockups to support 
disambiguation, and static mockups to ofer contextual cues, 
inspired by [18, 19]. While prior works have focused on ef-
fcacy and learnability of speechreading visualizations, our 
probe fndings explore unwillingness to invest time learn-
ing such visualizations, and preferences for bottom-up vs. 
top-down speechreading supports. 

• Holistic exploration of the design space of speechreading 
supports, including codesign sessions to enhance speechread-
ing and address environmental and social barriers to access. 
The designs highlight creative ways to practice access such 
as ofering speaker feedback, extracting keywords, and sup-
porting tandem caption use in addition to reducing barri-
ers to speechreading such as speaker variability and poor 
setup. 

In the following sections, we describe past work in speechread-
ing and other online communication supports (Section 2), high-
lighting the lack of inclusion of speechreading in that body of 
work. Although technological work has attempted to improve 
both speechreading learning and accuracy, there is a lack of for-
mative work answering the question of what speechreaders actu-
ally want in digital tools. Section 3 describes our mixed-methods 
study (Section 3), which explores communication holistically, stud-
ies speechreading supports in a more realistic setting than prior 
work, and provides an opportunity for d/DHH-led ideation on 
supporting speechreading amongst other communication strate-
gies used in online tools. Our fndings (Section 4) highlight three 
prominent themes: technical factors such as balancing the use 
of multiple accessibility supports alongside speechreading, envi-
ronmental factors such as online versus in-person speechreading 
strategies and the impact of languages, and sociocultural factors 
such as the impact of disclosure, visibility, and interdependence 
on access practices and success. We end by discussing the fnd-
ings in a larger context (Section 5) including design considerations 
for speechreading technology and situating our fndings in prior 
work. 

2 BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK 
DHH people may communicate using speechreading, sign language, 
spoken language, written language, and tactile language, alone or 
in combination. Among these, speechreading has at times been 
used as a tool to propagate oppression of Deaf language and culture 
due to audism [7], the belief that those who can speak and hear 
or act like those who can speak and hear are superior. In 1880, the 
resolution at the Second International Congress on Education of the 
Deaf [38] severely limited the use of sign language in schools for 
the deaf in many countries, where young deaf people frst learned 
it as a natural language. In no way do we condone oppression of a 
culture or forcing individuals to learn how to speechread. However, 
access is also about supporting all the ways of being human and 
all the ways of listening. For those who did not have access to sign 
language learning, or who lose their hearing later in life and do 
not know sign language, speechreading is simply a way fnding a 
new way to listen. It is a way to maintain touch with their com-
munities and cultures – especially for those who are multilingual 
or native speakers of languages for which accessibility technology 
is limited (e.g., automated captioning for Indic languages) . Un-
derstanding the needs and experiences of those who speechread, 
and how speechreading is integrated into their overall approach to 
communication, is thus important to improving design of accessible 
communication technology. 

2.1 Communication Supports in Video-Calls 
A growing body of research aims to support d/DHH individuals 
communication online, recognizing that most videoconferencing 
technology was designed with hearing norms in mind [4]. Kushal-
nagar and Vogler [37] ofer guidelines for videoconferencing acces-
sibility (e.g., ideal background and lighting), including supporting 
those who might speechread. Kozma-Spytek also explores the im-
pact of frame rate and audio-video synchrony for lipreading [35]. 

However, majority of this work focuses on sign language and 
captioning. Research to support sign language online includes au-
tomating sign language recognition [58], animated (signing) avatars 
[3, 53], impact of video quality [60], and inclusive videoconferenc-
ing for signers [4]. Notably, [4] highlights innate lack of support 
for visual communication such as experiences of visual dispersion, 
and negative impact of 2D virtual space on a 3D spatial language. 

When focused on captioning, research has worked to increase 
accuracy [24, 39], enhance caption display online [9, 36] and in 
augmented reality [29, 31, 51], support topic extraction [32], and 
improve richness by embedding emotions and punctuation in cap-
tions [21, 50, 61]. There are also explorations of group dynamics 
and context on caption use [46, 57, 63]. In exploring captioning 
for small-group conversations in in-person and remote contexts, 
McDonnell et al. [46] found participants’ experiences are shaped 
by social, environmental and technical factors such as DHH part-
ners’ communication styles, features of videoconferencing software, 
and delay and accuracy of captions respectively. They argue these 
factors must be considered together to contextualize the use of 
captioning technology. 

However for speechreading, such exploration of lived experi-
ences is missing from literature, with the exception of [30]. There is 
increasing work on the use of non-verbal and social cues over video 
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call [15, 22, 55] but does not look at d/DHH individuals specifcally. 
While [56] quantitatively studied preferences for hearing people’s 
behaviors in reference to enunciation, speech rate and voice inten-
sity, they not examine how d/DHH people navigate inaccessible 
behaviours. The interaction between captioning and speechreading 
has also not been explored in depth [29, 36, 54, 59]. Previous works 
discuss the visual dispersion [36] often experienced by d/DHH peo-
ple; and eye tracking studies have examined eye movements while 
using captions in movies or prerecorded videos [54, 59]. How this 
plays out during video-calls with dynamic social interactions and 
delayed captions remains unstudied. 

2.2 Approaches to Support Speechreading 

Figure 1: English Phonemes and their Corresponding 
Mouthshapes (Visemes) 

Speechreading is a holistic approach to understanding commu-
nication that combines contextual information, bodily cues, and 
physical motion of the lips. A spoken language can be broken 
down to the individual sounds (i.e phonemes) and corresponding 
mouthshapes (i.e. visemes). When phonemes and visemes inform 
guesses during conversation, it is called bottom-up or analytical 
speechreading [33], sometimes colloquially referred to as lipreading. 
Speechreading also involves using contextual information, such us 
body language, location, linguistic information, and topic of con-
versation to guess what is being said. This is known as top-down 
or synthetic speechreading [33]. For example, it is easy to choose 
between a guess of “juice” and “shoes” at the shoe store. However, 
it is estimated only 40% of sounds in the English language can be 
seen on the lips [1]. Most research on speechreading focuses on ac-
quisition of speechreading skills [18, 20] and factors that modulate 
speechreading ability [42]. Below we describe relevant research for 
improving speechreading accuracy. 

2.2.1 Cued Speech. Cued speech aims to reduce viseme ambiguity 
in speechreading [12]. Sounds that have the same viseme (Figure 1) 
are assigned to diferent “groups”. Group information is conveyed 
by the speaker to the listener using diferent handshapes and po-
sitions (“cues”) around the mouth. Combining these standardized 
cues with a viseme makes it easier to recognize a sound. While syn-
thetic speechreading alone achieves 50% accuracy, cued speech can 
improve this to 90% [48], and has been adapted to over 50 languages 
[13]. The timing of cues in relation to speech [6] is critical. While 
designed to be “synchronized”, cues actually appear before the on-
set of the consonant. The anticipatory nature of the cue provides 
possibilities for the phoneme that will be uttered, and the viseme 

helps narrow down to a specifc phoneme. However, it requires 
training and a knowledgeable communication partner. 

2.2.2 Digital Complements to Speechreading. Previous work has 
explored a variety of visualizations to enhance speech understand-
ing. For example, lip visualizations [45, 66] can mitigate the efects 
of poor camera angle on speechreading. Other work [52] visualizes 
pitch and volume along with phonemic characteristics to enrich 
understand of intonation. There are also spectrogram visualizations, 
which show a spectrum of audio frequencies over time, and can 
be used to identify spoken words [26, 64, 67]. Similarly, mappings 
of phonemic and prosodic features to diferent textures and colors 
have been explored [65]. However, these approaches require ex-
pert knowledge [67], vary with each utterance and speaker [23], 
and are designed to be used alone and thus divide attention while 
speechreading. 

Some notable works focus on viseme disambiguation without 
dividing attention while speechreading. Duchnowski et al. [14] cre-
ated an autocueing system to support wider use of cued speech, 
which was further improved using hyper-realistic animation by 
Attina [5]. The system made it possible for cuers to speechread 
non-cueing speakers, but it left out a signifcant portion of the 
speechreading population who did not know cued speech. Massaro 
et al. [44] used three LED lights on a pair of glasses to uniquely 
identify phonemes. These lights corresponded to voicing, nasality, 
and friction of the spoken phoneme. However, user studies indi-
cated a high learning curve and difculty using the approach with 
continuous speech (when ambiguous phonemes are presented as 
part of a longer sentence or paragraph of speech). Gorman et al. 
[17, 18] took an intuitive approach to design with video overlays 
in PhonemeViz. Phonemes were placed in a semicircle around a 
speaker’s face, and an arrow pointed to the phoneme correspond-
ing to the beginning of a spoken word. It achieved 100% accuracy 
when used for individual words, and training time and cognitive 
load were minimal. However, the design did not translate well to 
continuous speech. 

There are some notable omissions in this body of work. First, 
there is a lack of visualizations that have been shown to work 
with continuous speech rather than individual words. Second, these 
prior works attempt a range of goals from viseme disambiguation 
to intonation extraction, and vary signifcantly on intuitiveness 
and learning time. These designs are often evaluated by proxies 
or by speechreaders post hoc and thus miss the opportunity to set 
priorities for speechreading supports that align with speechread-
ing practice in early stages of design (e.g., type of support, goals, 
learning time, intuitiveness). 

2.3 Summary 
While we are seeing a renaissance in the study of d/DHH commu-
nication technologies, which is beginning to appropriately incor-
porate a rich and holistic set of communication concerns as well as 
centering both DHH people and their communication partners, lit-
tle of that work has included speechreading. To date, speechreading 
supports have primarily focused on improving accuracy and sup-
porting learners. This work has not been translated to real-world 
settings with continuous speech, and there is a dearth of formative 
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research that explores the role of speechreading and speechread-
ing support technologies in online settings. To fll these gaps, we 
must articulate the lived experiences of d/DHH individuals who 
speechread, understand the afordances of an online context, and 
explore the design space of speechreading supports. 

3 DESIGN PROBE AND STUDY 
This design probe and study contextualizes speechreading use 
and adds to the body of work on visualizations to complement 
speechreading via design probes (inspired by cued speed and Phone-
meViz/ContextCueView [18, 19]) and design sessions. Specifcally, 
we conducted a mixed methods study to understand the online 
speechreading experiences of d/DHH individuals; gathered their 
reactions to a speechreading support design probes for continu-
ous speech in videos; and ideated new supports for speechreading 
during video-calls. In designing this study, we took inspiration 
from McDonnell et al. ’s observation of the importance of social, 
environmental and technical factors in d/DHH communication [46]. 

Positionality. The frst author of this work, who conducted 
all interviews, identifes as hard-of-hearing, and is a frequent 
speechreader and a beginner in American Sign Language (ASL). 
Participants were aware of this identity, which may have impacted 
their contributions. For example, in the design session with the 
participants, the hard-of-hearing author actively participated in 
brainstorming, and used insights from her experiences. The second 
author has a non-hearing related disability, and is also studying ASL 
for use with family members and colleagues. The third author has 
lifelong experience interacting with speechreaders. These identities 
impacted the directions this research took — from the design probes 
to the dynamics in all interviews. 

3.1 Overview of Procedure 
The study process consisted of two semi-structured interviews con-
ducted approximately a week apart with a design probe presented 
between the interviews. Interviews were conducted remotely with 
a single participant, conducted by one researcher, and supported 
by Communication Access Realtime Translation (CART) caption-
ers. All interviews were audio and video-recorded. Captions and 
automated transcripts were saved for analysis. 

First Interview: During the frst interview, we collected demo-
graphic information and discussion focused on formal speechread-
ing training, reliance on audio vs visual senses for communication, 
experiences speechreading online, and participants’ vision of “rich” 
interaction. For example, participants were asked to recall instances 
where speechreading was really easy or difcult during a video 
call, and refect on what aspects of the experience made it easy 
or difcult to speechread, and whether they found speechreading 
online diferent from speechreading in-person. 

Design Probe: Next, participants engaged with an asynchronous 
design probe that would help them to reconsider how digital video 
systems could support speechreading beyond typical captioning 
approaches. Our goal was to explore cued-speech-like supports for 
speechreading in continuous speech contexts. Thus, we focused on 
presenting a variety of cued-speech-like designs (six total), rather 
than comparing cued speech to other communication options. To 
our knowledge, no prior speechreading support system has been 

tested with speechreaders using full sentences (as opposed to in-
dividual words). Thus, a second goal of the design probe was to 
give speechreaders an opportunity to provide feedback about the 
potential value of such an approach. 

These designs were presented using pre-recorded videos aug-
mented with information about vowels and consonants, and reac-
tions were collected using a Google form. We conducted this probe 
asynchronously using a form to allow participants the freedom 
to navigate between designs and pace themselves. Details of the 
designs and corresponding disambiguation task are described in 
section 3.2. 

Final Interview: The third session brought participants back 
into an interview setting to brainstorm their vision of online 
speechreading supports. Participants met 1:1 with the interviewer 
again to share their thoughts on the speechreading designs and to 
brainstorm new approaches to supporting speechreading in video-
calls. The interviewer brought up common problems the intervie-
wee previously mentioned to focus discussion around how technol-
ogy could help. Additionally, participants were asked about designs 
that previous participants came up with. 

3.2 Design Probes 
We created two types of design probes: six bottom-up and three 
top-down speechreading supports. Below we describe each, as well 
as the details of our asynchronous data collection process. 

3.2.1 Video Mockups of Digitally Cued Speech Supporting Botom-
Up Speechreading. We developed video mockups of digitally cued 
speech to simulate what a speechreading support system might do 
in a videocall, inspired by [17]. While traditional cued speech uses 
handshape and placement near the mouth to encode phoneme infor-
mation, our approach used abstract symbols, color, and position, as 
illustrated in Fig. 2. Like PhonemeViz, our visualization shows these 
as overlays on videos around the speaker’s head [17], which is bet-
ter suited than traditional cued speech due to the limited 2D space 
in video-calls. We use the idea of “grouping” phonemes from cued 
speech, where phonemes that are visually ambiguous are assigned 
to diferent groups. For example, /p/ is assigned to group 1, /b/ is as-
signed to group 2 and /m/ is assigned to group 3. Group information 
is conveyed using the design dimensions described above. When 
group information is combined with the viseme (mouthshape), it 
is enough to uniquely identify the phoneme. All phonemes are 
visualized as they are inherently ambiguous; at any given time, the 
system shows one consonant and one vowel. 

To use such a system, the speechreader must learn to quickly 
recognize meaning from color, shape, and position, eventually with 
peripheral vision. This is supported by assigning each consonant 
and vowel group a unique color, shape, and/or position. For example, 
in Design 1, as defned in Figure 2, consonants group is indicated 
using shape and vowel group using color (position is defaulted at 
bottom right). If a speaker says “bath”, the frst syllable, /b/aa, is 
cued using light green (as the vowel is aa, as specifed in Table 2) 
circle (as the consonant is in the b n wh group, as specifed in 
Table 1). If they say “math” instead, a light green (aa) oval (m t f 
group) is shown. In contrast, Design 2 uses position for consonant 
group, and shape for vowel group (Fig. 2, top right) so both images 
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Figure 2: Screenshots of Bottom-up designs applied to syllable ‘baa’ vs. ‘maa’. Note how mouthshape is ambiguous.: Design #1 
Consonant Shape, Vowel Color; Design #2 Consonant Position, Vowel Shape; Design #3 Consonant Color, Vowel Shape; Design 
#4 Consonant Position, Vowel Color; Design #5 Consonant Shape, Vowel Position; Design #6 Consonant Color, Vowel Position. 

show a light grey (default color) diamond (aa) that moves from 
bottom left (for the b n wh consonant group) to top right (for 
the m t f consonant group), as specifed in Table 1. When group 
information is combined with the viseme (mouthshape), sufcient 
information is present to uniquely identify the phoneme. 

Colors, shapes, and positions were chosen to maximize diferen-
tiability. The heterogeneity of grouped sounds required the map-
ping between phoneme groups and these dimensions be arbitrary, 
making it potentially harder to memorize. It is possible that some 
mappings may be more memorable than others, but we felt that the 
diferences were unlikely to be salient for beginning visualization 
users. Instead, to make recognition easier for frst-time users in our 
study, our visualization shows phonetic text (the consonant and 
vowel currently being spoken). 

We created fnal versions of each design as followed: We video-
taped four speakers each speaking all eight of the following sen-
tences. Each sentence pair below has one word that is ambiguous 
visually (when speechreading) and semantically (the correct word 
cannot be guessed from the surrounding words). We embedded the 
ambiguous phoneme in a sentence to ofer a sense of a continu-
ous speech use case and highlight the advantages of bottom-up 
speechreading support: 

(1) a There is a mat in the house. 
b There is a bat in the house. 

(2) a The night is beautiful. 
b The light is beautiful. 

(3) a The fan is making strange noises. 
b The van is making strange noises. 

(4) a There is a dent on the miniature hill. 
b There is a tent on the miniature hill. 

We hand annotated these videos to illustrate the diferent de-
signs. We made four videos using Design #1, corresponding to the 
sentences 1a, 2b, 3b, and 4b. We made four videos using Design #2, 
selecting diferent variations of the four sentence pairs, and so on 
for each design. Each of the four videos showed only one varia-
tion of each ambiguous sentence and each one featured a diferent 
speaker, as seen in Table 3. 

3.2.2 Static Mockups of Contextual Information supporting Top-
Down Speechreading. Knowing that our participants might have 
diferent styles of speechreading (bottom-up vs top-down) and to 
support diverse design brainstorming later, we also created three 
sketch-only mockups of top-down speechreading supports. Our top-
down speechreading probes are shown in Figure 3 and are similar 
to ContextCueView proposed in [18, 19]. Our goal was to explore 
the potential value of keyword information, time information, and 
transition indicators, and to seed participants with a broad set 
of ideas going into the design ideation session during our fnal 
interview. 

3.2.3 Design Probe Task. Participants engaged with the probe 
through a google form. For each bottom-up design, we explained 
the design through sketches. We chose not to train participants for 
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Table 1: Group representations for Consonants. Colors, shapes, and positions are chosen to maximize diferentiability, but 
mapping between groups and dimensions is arbitrary. 

Consonant Group Shape Color Position 

d p zh Pentagon Sage Green Top Left 
r h s Triangle Red Mid-top Left 

b n wh Circle Light Green Mid-bottom Left 
th k v z Star Turquoise Bottom Left 
m t f Oval Yellow Top Right 

y ch ng Rectangle Brown Mid-top Right 
w sh l Square Cobalt Blue Mid-bottom Right 
g j TH Heart Lavender Bottom Right 

Table 2: Group representations for Vowels. Colors, shapes, and positions are chosen to maximize diferentiability, but mapping 
between groups and dimensions is arbitrary. 

Vowel Group Example Shape Color Position 

a a Triangle Red Top Left 
aa father Diamond Light Green Top Left 
o no Circle Cobalt Blue Mid Left 
oy noise Oval Orange Mid Left 
e there Pentagon Yellow Top Right 
ei bait Clover Pink Top Right 
u full Star Brown Mid Right 
aw down Heart Turquoise Mid Right 
i is, mini Square Sage Green Bottom Right 
ai buy Rectangle Lavender Bottom Right 

Table 3: Ordering of speakers and answers by design 

Design # Design 1 Who 2 Who 3 Who 4 Who 

Design #1 
Design #2 
Design #3 
Design #4 
Design #5 
Design #6 

Shape Color 
Position Shape 
Color Shape 
Position Color 
Shape Position 
Color Position 

1a: Mat 
1a: Mat 
1b: Bat 
1b: Bat 
1b: Bat 
1a: Mat 

S4 
S1 
S3 
S4 
S1 
S2 

2b: Light 
2a: Night 
2b: Light 
2a: Night 
2a: Night 
2b: Light 

S2 
S3 
S4 
S1 
S2 
S3 

3b: Van 
3b: Van 
3a: Fan 
3a: Fan 
3b: Van 
3a: Fan 

S3 
S2 
S1 
S2 
S3 
S4 

4a: Dent 
4b: Tent 
4a: Dent 
4b: Tent 
4a: Dent 
4b: Tent 

S1 
S4 
S2 
S3 
S4 
S1 

Figure 3: Mock-up Stills of Top-down Probes: (left) keyword information, (middle) temporal information, (right) transition 
indicators. 
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two reasons: First, participants would have had to relearn things 
for each design (which would cause more confusion). Second, we 
wanted to avoid burdening participants with learning the approach 
before we had their feedback on its value in the broader communi-
cation context. 

After familiarizing themselves with a design, participants dis-
ambiguated the above-mentioned visually ambiguous sentences 
using the design: they viewed each video mockup then specifed 
which sentence in a sentence pair that design corresponded to. To 
reduce the need for training, we added phonetic text. After viewing 
all four videos for a design, participants were asked to respond to 
a Likert scale statement about the design’s usefulness in disam-
biguating utterances and its distraction from speechreading. We 
also asked participants to respond to an open-ended query about 
their initial impressions and critiques of the design. All partici-
pants saw the same version of each video for each design. After 
viewing all six designs, participants were asked about their overall 
impressions of phoneme-level annotations and the various design 
dimensions (shape, color, position) used to encode phoneme in-
formation in our designs. Lastly, participants viewed each of the 
top-down speechreading support images in Figure 3 and shared 
their impressions of these contextual cues and other alternatives to 
speechreading support. 

3.3 Accessibility Considerations 
The study was designed with accessibility to both participants and 
researchers in mind [43]. We ofered CART for each interview to 
accommodate both the participant and researcher. However, some 
participants (P6, P8) preferred to use automated captioning to mini-
mize lag in conversation, which we addressed using Google Meet. In 
situations where automated captioning failed, the interviewer used 
chat to correct captions. We had one instance (P5, Session 1) where 
the CART captioner suddenly canceled. In that case, the participant 
approved proceeding with automated captioning only. Occasionally, 
the interviewer would correct captions using ASL/fngerspelling 
when the participant knew ASL. For CART captions in Zoom, par-
ticipants were provided with a StreamText link. Realizing some of 
our participants were not familiar with StreamText, we opted to 
also stream captions through Zoom. 

3.4 Analysis Methods 
We analyzed the transcripts using refexive thematic analysis as 
described by Braun and Clarke [10]. Transcripts of interviews were 
read and re-read for immersion, important quotes were highlighted 
and initial ideas were noted. Following this, codes were generated 
using a mix of inductive and deductive approaches. The refexive 
thematic approach foregrounds researcher subjectivity in coding 
and theme development process. However, to refect on and deepen 
our process, the coding was shared with other authors and codes 
were discussed between authors for prioritization and grouping 
into themes. 

3.5 Participants 
We recruited 12 participants through several mailing lists of promi-
nent disability and hearing loss specifc centers and through snow-
ball sampling. We required that participants identify as d/Deaf or 

Hard-of-Hearing, speechread frequently, and be fuent in English. 
We assessed participants’ baseline speechreading ability using a 
recorded sentence without annotations. All participants were cor-
rect in choosing the corresponding sentence from options, making 
us confdent in their speechreading ability. 

Participants included fve men and seven women with a mean 
age of 53 (SD=20). Table 4 lists demographics in more detail. 
Many of our participants had gradual or fuctuating hearing loss, 
which progressed variably through the years. Several participants 
learned to speechread through time and experience. P6 and P8 
took speechreading classes early in their hearing loss journey, but 
attribute most of their learning to real-life practice. P1 attended 
speech training until he was 7 years old, which partly included 
speechreading, and P2 taught a speechreading class several years 
ago. P10 took speechreading classes at Gallaudet University, and 
spent time learning how to interpret body language. None of the 
participants were cued speech users, although some were familiar 
with the concept, and P4 and P8 had attempted it briefy. All partic-
ipants frequently engaged in online speechreading, since the study 
took place during the shift to increased online communication due 
to the COVID-19 pandemic. 

Participants used a range of accessibility technologies (AT): audio 
(e.g., hearing aids or cochlear implants), speechreading, automated 
captions, CART with professional captioners and ASL. Choice of 
AT was infuenced by availability, efcacy and social factors. For 
example, using ASL requires adoption by people in your community. 

There are also large societal events, such as the COVID-19 pan-
demic and subsequent use of masks and videoconferencing, which 
signifcantly infuenced technology use. Finally, our participants 
had diverse language backgrounds including varying fuency in 
ASL, French, Hindi, Japanese, Russian, Spanish, German and Chi-
nese. 

4 FINDINGS 
Our primary themes are derived from the frst interview and parts 
of the design session: 1) factors that impact speechreading online 
such as the interactions between speechreading and captioning; 
2) reorientation strategies in inaccessible situations; 3) social and 
cultural factors impacting access provision. The second two phases 
of the study provide insight into potential technology solutions for 
speechreading. These are reported in the fnal two subsections of 
our fndings, where we share reactions to our design probes and 
ideas from our design sessions, highlighting design considerations 
for future research. 

Participants’ speechreading experience was impacted by a va-
riety of factors, most of which has been noted in prior literature 
[1, 18, 42]. For example, poor lighting and obstructions (e.g., hand, 
objects, facial hair) make access to visual cues for speechreading 
difcult. Being amidst a pandemic, all participants remarked on 
difculty posed by masking and how it made them realize how 
much they speechread. Body language, expressions and eye gaze 
are crucial, and knowledge of context and topic lays the foundation 
for guesses in speechreading. P11 remarked that in knowing the 
topic, “I fnd myself going faster than the speaker and guess where 
they are going.” (P11). All participants emphasized the variability of 
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Table 4: Participant Demographics 

Participant Identity Age Onset 
P1 Deaf 24 Birth 
P2 Hard-of-Hearing 75 Birth 
P3 Hard-of-Hearing 72 57 years-old, gradual 
P4 Hard-of-Hearing 26 Birth 
P5 Hard-of-Hearing 23 9 years-old, gradual 
P6 Hard-of-Hearing 73 18 years-old, gradual 
P7 Hard-of-Hearing 70 64 years-old, sudden 
P8 Hard-of-Hearing 62 30s, gradual 
P9 Hard-of-Hearing 39 Birth 
P10 Hard-of-Hearing 50 5 years-old 
P11 Hard-of-Hearing 72 Early 20s 
P12 Hearing Impaired 53 26 years-old, gradual 

lip movements and body language across speakers. While familiar-
ity with a person’s speech pattern, such as knowledge of accent and 
word choice helps, “[S]ome people I can lipread 100% basically. Other 
people I can do zero. And most people of course are in between.” (P2). 
Finally, multiple participants highlighted the impact of language 
and accents on speechreading. Each language has its own set of 
visemes and phonemes that are ambiguous. There are nuances in 
pronunciation, such as aspiration (Hindi) or infection (Chinese) 
that have no visual counterparts, thus making speechreading dif-
fcult. Fluency in language and dialect afects speechreading, as it 
comes with a large vocabulary and knowledge of pronunciation 
to support guessing. For novices, it is hard to get sense of pronun-
ciation just from writing. For those who are multilingual, there 
is a diferent problem that originates from code-switching: As P4 
commented, “I would need to know whether the person is actually 
speaking in that language or not.” (P4) 

4.1 Speechreading Online 
While in-person and online speechreading share some afordances, 
there are signifcant diferences in how mentioned factors play out 
online. For example, good quality acoustics can complement visual 
information, ofering “all the cues that I needed in order to read the 
lips.” (P12). In an online context, this translates to having a good 
quality microphone, not moving away from it and minimizing back-
ground noise. Similarly, one participant remarked on minimizing 
visual noise: 

“I have a really busy background . . . and that’s terri-
ble. . . because it’s distracting. . . I like it when they have 
like a very neutral background because then I am not 
distracted looking at other things instead of trying to 
read what they are saying.” (P12) 

Body language also plays out diferently online. “Reading some-
body’s lips is about the same but it is more difcult to understand 
somebody’s body language.” (P9). The video set up obscures posture 
and movement of hands and feet that are often key to speechreading. 
For example, any fdgeting and shaking, such as tapping feet might 
reveal the speaker is nervous or eager to get away. One participant 
also mentioned how video-calls can impact speaker’s comfort and 
ease: 

“People tend to be more rigid on a video call rather than 
in-person. . . because you lose that human to human 
interaction.” (P1) 

In addition to changed speech pattern, lack of eye contact makes 
it harder for listeners to give of non-verbal feedback cues to get 
the speaker to slow down or repeat themselves. Additionally, there 
is lack of control over a speaker’s video setup, or the ability to 
reposition yourself to get the best angle. Some participants thought 
that made speechreading in 2D inherently diferent from 3D. Also, 
poor Internet connection can disconnect audio and video streams, 
making it harder to speechread. 

However, video-calls have pros as well. First, there is often a 
close-up view of the speaker’s face from a good angle. The frontal 
view of all participants and speaker identifcation makes group 
meetings easier to navigate. Second, video-calls can also circumvent 
social norms that are in confict with access needs. As P6 explains, 

“Well ironically you can get closer to the person on a 
video call than you can in-person because social proto-
cols, you’re not going to be in their face.” (P6) 

Third, video-calls ofer control, as described below: 
“It is much more difcult to control the environment 
in in-person meetings. The room may be big and there 
may be other outside noises. . .Here at my home I can 
make sure it is completely quiet. . . ” (P10) 

Listeners can adjust the size of speaker window, volume and re-
move background noise. Also, norms and settings prevent parallel 
conversations and overlapping speakers, making online more of a 
“controlled” (P9) environment. 

Perhaps the most signifcant diference between online and in-
person interactions is easy access to automatic captioning. In online 
interactions in some platforms, it is often easier to use captions 
without identifying oneself or interrupting the conversation. Partic-
ipants varied on their feelings about captioning versus speechread-
ing in video-calls—some preferred only one, or the other, some used 
both. 

For those who were preferred speechreading to captions, they 
found it to be more accurate than automated captions. While we 
cannot evaluate compared accuracy, these participants “trust their 
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speechreading more than captioning,” (P9) and this might be because 
speechreading is the default for in-person conversations. Addition-
ally, a key factor in this preference is the ability to perceive the 
speaker’s facial expressions, body language and other nonverbal 
cues that are missing from captioning. These are important to get 
a sense of the speaker’s tone and interpret the utterance well, as 
shared below: 

“You get emotion. You get those hidden cues and human 
communication. You can tell maybe someone is being 
sarcastic, maybe someone is joking and whereas if you 
are just reading words, you lose all of that information.” 
(P1) 

Captions only ofer access to semantic components of language, 
(“objective in transcription” (P1)), so with speechreading, partici-
pants get a better sense of the speaker’s accent and background. 
Access techniques are often evaluated by their ability to accom-
modate impairment, but in articulating speechreading experiences, 
participants shared the connections and communication fostered 
through speechreading: 

“It also sort of helps you build a deeper connection and 
a bond with the other person because you know exactly 
how they talk and it makes them more real than just 
reading it from a piece of. . . two-dimensional text.” (P4) 

As speechreading is synchronous, listeners can perceive con-
versation in real-time and leverage the audio stream with their 
residual hearing which is hard to do with delayed captions. Despite 
recent technological advances, automatic captioning often fails 
with highly technical vocabulary or unfamiliar words, like proper 
names. One participant, P6, has a name that automated captioning 
struggles with and becomes frustrated at being unable to recog-
nize when she is called on by name. Due to the diverse language 
background of our participants, we also found language of the con-
versation factored into the choice of speechreading. Captioning is 
not available in all languages and requires literacy. 

For those who preferred captioning, it was largely due to the 
innate ambiguity in speechreading. Even with an ideal setup and 
great skill, there are multiple possibilities for a given utterance. 
Speechreaders prune these choices using context and keywords, 
but if they get it wrong, the only way to know is by responding 
incorrectly. In group conversations online, captions are preferred 
because they include speaker identity. Additionally, speechread-
ing is very dependant on speaker’s speech patterns and set up. 
Captions make speaker variability and speed non-issues. Most im-
portantly, captions are low efort compared to the cognitive demand 
of speechreading. One participant expressed, 

“I would probably go for the captioning. If it’s good 
captioning, then it would probably calm me down.” (P6) 

Participants who use captions and speechreading in tan-
dem found captions to be an additional information stream for 
speechreading, ofering context. They described dropping their 
gaze to read captions whenever they miss a word or a phrase. By 
ofering feedback and corrections for speechreading, captions in-
form participants if they misinterpreted the speaker. With the pros 

of speechreading and captioning mentioned above, using both to-
gether allows participants to maximize access: “I use both tools to 
try to get as much information as possible.” (P9) 

However, this simultaneous use is largely dependent on the delay 
of captions and their positioning. If captions are too far behind, 
switching between two streams can be disorienting. Bouncing gaze 
between speaker’s face and captions takes practice and divides 
attention, especially when the captions are further away from the 
speaker’s mouth. 

4.2 Reorientation Strategies 
We asked participants how they deal with inaccessible interactions, 
and what strategies they use to reorient themselves when they miss 
something in a conversation. Often, participants’ approach was sim-
ple: asking their conversation partner to repeat themselves as many 
times as it takes to understand them; and if they are obstructing 
their face, ask them to remove it. 

Several participants remarked that they had to learn to be as-
sertive, and request conversation partners follow accessible prac-
tices or repeat themselves. They needed to keep reminding people 
because they forget. Some were hesitant to keep asking because it 
got “tiring and frustrating” (P11), while others said “it is a no-win 
situation if you don’t” (P3). A few participants made sure they really 
needed a repeat by letting a conversation run-on for context and 
only then asking if they felt lost: 

“Before asking for any repeat or anything, I wait until 
I really don’t know. I also let the person keep speaking 
thinking that if they continue it will give me a clue on 
what I missed.” (P6) 

When the conversation is sensitive, P9 found it hard to ask for 
repeats because she knew how hard it was for the speaker to share. 

Additionally, participants had access strategies. Zoom requires 
meeting hosts to confgure captions before the meeting begins. 
Many participants experienced hosts who did not know that cap-
tioning was available or how to enable it. P3 asked to be host for 
meetings to avoid any such confusion, and P4 used another caption-
ing app in the background. In situations where captioning lagged 
behind, P2 would interrupt “to let the captions catch up”. 

To reduce inaccessible interactions, some participants set com-
munication or access norms from the start. This would be “a short 
lesson in what works for me” (P3), such as avoiding obstructing 
facial features, speaking slowly and enunciating. One participant 
requested content previews for meetings to support speechread-
ing, and asked speakers to keep checking in with him during the 
meeting. While this took a bit of efort, he said “I make sure my 
time is valued and so is theirs” (P4). Another participant, P3, who 
is a teacher, “looped” her classroom and had students speak into a 
microphone. This improved audio quality, but also acted a prompt 
for students to speak slower and enunciate. 

The people involved in the conversation also impacted reorien-
tation strategies used. As a member of Hearing Loss Association 
of America (HLAA) chapter, P3 found that setting access norms 
easier with group of people with hearing loss as they are all empa-
thetic. Participants also had allies who helped negotiate or provision 
access, as seen below: 
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“My husband, I could lip read him a hundred percent 
with no sound.. . . If we were out socially, and I would 
give this look, I make eye contact to let him know that I 
wasn’t following, and he would tell me what was being 
said . . .without sound.” (P6) 

By mouthing missed parts, P6’s husband acted as an ally to provi-
sion access. Allies might be family members, spouses or friends. P5 
would check in a trusted friend in group conversations to reorient 
herself if needed. Other forms of allyship noted were friends who 
shaved mustaches and beards to make lipreading easier. P2 also 
has a spouse with hearing loss and they have evolved their commu-
nication practices over time to be accessible to both of them. For 
example, they always capture each other’s attention before they 
start speaking and consider lighting. 

4.3 Sociocultural Factors 
In asking participants to discuss above reorientation strategies, they 
also shared important sociocultural factors that impacted access 
provision. P2 commented on division of access labor: 

“Communication is a two way street. . . . They think I’m 
supposed to try harder and I’m already giving 100%, 
150% – they’ve got to do their share.” (P2) 

Cooperation plays a key role in access negotiations, because con-
versation partners need to follow through on any request to speak 
up, repeat, remove obstructions, reposition themselves, or write 
out words. But speakers could always choose not to provide this 
support. Some people react badly when asked to clarify: “Sometimes 
I’ll ask. It depends on if they take your head of or not – you know?” 
(P8). Some might renege on access norms as they forget over time, 
and others refuse to educate themselves even knowing they are 
working with the d/DHH community. 

Reorientation strategies are complicated by dynamics and con-
text as well, as described below: 

“So yeah, these – every time I interact with somebody, 
there are a thousand diferent dynamics that go into 
how I am going to interact with that person. It’s very 
very exhausting. It is time consuming. . . and you have 
to choose your battles.” (P9) 

To elaborate, participants would perhaps speak up for a repeat or 
access adjustment in a small group, but would hesitate in a larger 
group or situation where they are a fy-on-the-wall participant. 
Deciding whether to set access norms with a person depends on 
length of future relationship, and accounting for diferent dynamics. 
“I will invest time into telling you how to best interact with me if it will 
be long lasting relationship” (P9) but not for a one-time interaction. 
It depends on how critical the conversation is (e.g., business vs 
transactional) and the authority or role they have in the situation. 
Along with hearing loss, other sociocultural factors (such as race 
or gender) also afect power roles. 

Hearing loss largely is invisible. This invisibility plays out in 
diferent ways, as shared by two participants: 

“So when I meet a new person for the frst time, I sort 
of give them a lesson of what works for me. And often 
times because you can’t see my implant or my hearing 

aids, they will accommodate me for a few minutes, and 
then forget.” (P3) 
“When you are in-person with someone, they would 
get a little worried for their personal space if you were 
you know, real close to them. I am just watching your 
mouth [and they would think] “What are you looking 
for, something in my teeth? Or what’s the deal?”” (P7) 

On one hand, conversation partners might forget about participants’ 
hearing loss and accessibility practices. Visible cochlear implants 
can act as sign of their d/DHH identity and as a reminder of ac-
cess practices. On the other hand, this invisibility means disclosing 
hearing loss is a choice. Access practices and technology play an 
interesting role in maintaining invisibility. For example, gaze on 
lips while speechreading might give you away as shared by P7. 
Hesitance with disclosure partly stems from stigma and miscon-
ceptions around disability. P9 had coworkers who would yell while 
speaking to her after she disclosed her hearing loss, and it was 
counterproductive as yelling is not easy to understand. 

Additionally, some participants found the visual attention de-
manded from both reading captions and speechreading conficts 
with ‘social norms’ of looking at the speaker. For example: 

“I was just taught that you look someone in the eye 
when you talk to them, and so when I’m – I literally 
do feel very disrespectful when I am looking at their 
mouth. It’s just the way I was raised, so it’s breaking 
some of those barriers even in my mind, that it’s okay 
to look at someone’s mouth.” (P12) 

Advocacy is a crucial aspect of participants’ lives, and how much 
they advocated for their needs changed over time. Some used to 
bluf their way through a conversation, but now prefer spending 
time with those who are willing to accommodate their needs. P2 
had hearing loss from birth, and in school he knew he did not like 
teachers standing near windows because it was hard to understand 
them. But it was difcult to articulate the problem: being back-
lit. P11 shared the impact of fnding a community of others with 
hearing loss: 

“I went from not advocating for myself to now advo-
cating for myself and everybody else who have hearing 
loss. I’ve gotten much better.” (P11) 

Advocating for access needs can help others who are not comfort-
able doing so in the same situation. A few participants are also 
involved it larger scale advocacy eforts such as free Zoom caption-
ing, open captioning at movies and transit accessibility. In both 
individual interactions and community service, they tried to in-
crease awareness because “most people don’t know what hearing 
loss is like” (P3) and “even though the technology is there, it’s not well 
thought out” (P10). 

To summarize, living in a hearing and ableist world means all 
participants have to navigate inaccessibility frequently. Here we 
have described access practices (such as setting communication 
norms) and access hacks our participants shared. In the long term, 
advocacy plays a huge part in improving access. This includes both 
self-advocacy in relationships, and advocacy for others in the com-
munity. Underpinning any of these access practices and reorienta-
tion strategies is the listener’s analysis of dynamics in the moment. 
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Some key factors are disclosure of hearing loss, cooperativeness 
from conversation partners, their own role in the conversation and 
power dynamics (from work hierarchies or sociocultural respects). 

4.4 Design Probe Findings 
As described in Section 3, after a series of speechreading disam-
biguation tasks, participants were asked to share initial reactions 
and rate usefulness and distraction of each design. Individual par-
ticipant statistics can be found in the appendix (Table 5). There 
are mixed, lukewarm reactions for usefulness, and all designs were 
rated as distracting (Figure 4). Here we discuss the qualitative re-
sults, which were mostly negative. P2 and P12 both commented 
on cognitive load: “Too much information to process at once. Old 
eyes and old brains don’t process information as young eyes/brains. 
It’s hard enough to speechread without trying to focus on two things 
[the design and speaker’s face] at once.” (P2). Additionally, some 
participants (P1, P6, P9) were not convinced about the promise 
of phoneme-level annotations over things like cued speech and 
captioning. Participant P11 found the bottom-up designs promising, 
but thought they would be strengthened by a less-is-more approach, 
where annotations would be displayed only for sounds he struggles 
with. P8, who has tried to learn cued speech before, remarked that 
she would not invest time in learning a system in this stage of her 
hearing loss journey. In contrast, top-down designs received higher 
ratings than bottom-up designs (Figure 5). Commenting positively 
on these designs, P12 said: “Sometimes speechreading reminds me of 
putting together a puzzle. If I can fgure out two or more words then 
usually I can piece together the sentence.” (P12) 

These results suggest that we would beneft from contextualizing 
and understanding the nuances of what worked and did not work. 
We can learn from the aspects of the designs that participants 
liked. Further, P5 noted the idea of encoding information using 
these design dimensions does not have to be limited to phonemes, 
but could be used for other factors such as speaker identity and 
direction. 

Position: The use of position, and the movement associated 
with it, can be distracting. This was made worse by the fact that 
participants were trying to read the phonetic text. “The way the 
design moves around the screen is very difcult to follow. It’s almost 
like playing whack-a-mole with my eyes. After a few minutes of 
this, I would defnitely have a headache and be super exhausted.” 
(P9). Despite this, it was the most liked design dimension, perhaps 
because it is easiest to distinguish. 

Color and Shape: P1 thought color was easier to identify pe-
ripherally compared to shape, which requires foveal (sharp central) 
vision. Shapes were also harder to distinguish, with pentagons and 
hexagons merging together. P5 said larger shapes might be easier 
to distinguish but liked how color was “not so dull to look at”. This 
is refected in ratings of design dimensions, where color has much 
more positive ratings than shape (Figure 5). 

To conclude, the bottom-up design probe was mostly unfavored 
by participants. While we cannot be certain that whether partic-
ipants’ negative response to the design probes was due to our 
designs, the fact that participants were not trained, or the over-
all concept of bottom-up speechreading visualizations, we argue 
that participants’ response is valuable for several reasons: First, 

they provided clear guidance about factors that should be amelio-
rated in future designs. For example, they were concerned about 
the visual and cognitive overload posed by the bottom-up designs, 
particularly based on position. Second, this probe represents the 
frst opportunity that we know of for d/DHH people to respond 
to bottom-up visualization designs in the context of full sentences 
of continuous speech, and in comparison with top-down designs. 
Our results provide compelling evidence that top-down designs 
(such as ContextCueView [19]) should receive much more attention 
than they have in past research. This allows us to redirect future 
research in this space to consider the complexity of communication 
and access provision. Third, as we will see in the next section, partic-
ipants entered the design ideation session with multiple ideas that 
go beyond viseme disambiguation. Thus the contribution of our 
design probe is not just to the probe designs themselves but rather 
in participants’ reactions to the designs and the brainstorming this 
led to in the design session phase of our study. 

4.5 Design Session Results 
During the fnal session, participants shared a diverse set of ideas, 
codesigning with the frst author. The author actively participated 
in brainstorming, leveraging her own perspectives as a technologist 
and speechreader, suggesting scenarios where technology could 
help based on the initial interview, and by building on the partici-
pants ideas. Similar to the initial interviews, many of these ideas 
go beyond speechreading alone to address interactions with other 
AT, environmental afordances and social dynamics. While some 
of the features described below may exist in one platform or the 
other, there are idiosyncrasies in how captioning is accessed and 
implemented in diferent videoconferencing platforms. Our goal 
in presenting these ideas is to share speechreaders’ often omitted 
views on videoconferencing accessibility options and ofer insights 
future iterations of videoconferencing technology. 

4.5.1 Speechreading Online: Many participants set access norms 
in their relationships. However, conversation partners often forget 
or are new to these norms, and there is a lack of infrastructure 
to “normalize” this discussion. Having these guidelines come from 
“generalized source” (P6) was important to negotiate access without 
disclosure. Further, with multiple and varying disabilities present, 
participants discussed having a set of “accessibility guidelines” (P1) 
automatically compiled from diferent people in meeting. These 
would include support for diferent disabilities and access needs 
(“Please describe any images presented during the meeting”) giving 
a lesson on “Zoom etiquette” (P9). 

Importantly, unlike many technological solutions, access norms 
frequently involve both conversation partners: access is a coopera-
tive activity. Infrastructure that reinforces this cooperative work 
can be benefcial. For example, participants described having to 
remind conversation partners to speak slowly and clearly. Built-in 
conversation partner feedback supports, to prompt a speaker to slow 
down and speak clearly during a video call (such as reaction but-
tons) could remove the need to interrupt. Another way would be to 
automate speaker feedback that notifes them if they speak beyond 
a certain speed. Participants P9 and P11 liked how this would reduce 
their advocacy burden as it gets tiring to keep reminding people. 
Participants P2 and P3 were skeptical, mentioning that the speaker 
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Figure 4: Results of Likert Scales on (left) Usefulness for Bottom-up Designs; the scale “Useless” to “Very Useful” is represented 
left to right in each bar. (right) Distraction from Speechreading for Bottom-up Design. The scale “Not Distracting” to “Very 
Distracting” is represented left to right in each bar. The line indicates neutral sentiment. 

Figure 5: Results of Likert Scales on (left) Type of Speechreading support and (right) Design Dimension in Bottom-up Designs. 
The scale “Dislike” to “Like” is represented left to right in each bar. The line indicates neutral sentiment. 

would actually have to pay attention to the feedback (cooperation) 
and not become desensitized to it. In their experience, people revert 
to their speech habits sooner or later. Participant P8 mentioned 
“those who care will welcome feedback”. Technology can also help 
to support non-speech access improvements. For example, P3 often 
has friends use cues such as “On another topic,. . . ” so she can follow 
transitions. Extracting keywords and displaying them separately 
(e.g., nouns and verbs; subject object) would be valuable in pro-
viding context. Participant P11 mentioned from all of the design 
probes, this would be the easiest to adjust to and adopt. 

Another alternative for supporting speechreading is simula-
tion using an animated face. Speaker variability i.e. movement 
of lips, speech patterns, accents and use of body has a big impact 
on speechreading ease. Participant P2 brought up the idea of a 
“Talking Head” to mitigate issues with variance. Inspired by oral 
interpreters, this would be synthesized human-like head that would 
repeat what was said in a lip-readable manner. Having this same 
head for all conversations would let listeners “tune into” this speech 
pattern. Other participants built on this idea by considering what 
lip-readable speech means. One aspect is clear lip movements and 
another is “accent-free” speech (i.e. matches listener’s accent). Such 
an animation could also correct for issues with lighting, angle and 
proximity. The aesthetics and realness of the synthesized face and 
positioning are also important considerations. 

While much of brainstorming focused on partner communica-
tion, participants P7 and P12 discussed wishing for speechreading 
learning tools when they initially lost their hearing. This could 
have familiarized them with what speechreading entails and what 
information they could leverage. Whether onset of hearing loss is 
sudden or gradual would infuence this wish. In contrast, P6 found 
no need for formal training: “I was losing my hearing slowly so was 
like riding a bike with training wheels, and you keep moving the 
wheels up and up [over course of 50 years].” (P6). 

4.5.2 Combining Speechreading and Captioning: The simplest way 
to reduce the divided attention while using speechreading and cap-
tioning in tandem would be considerate caption placement. Captions 
are often streamed in separate windows (e.g., through StreamText), 
and overlaying multiple windows on a small screen to allow for 
simultaneous use is time consuming and tedious. Participants P1 
and P12 thought the frst step would be to integrate captions in the 
video calling window, followed by allowing participants to move 
it closer to the speaker as they wish. Ideal placement would vary 
person to person (near chin, cheek, above or below head). Dynamic 
captions that adjust to the speaker’s movement would reduce the 
need to re-position captions to ideal position relative to speaker’s 
mouth. Caption placement for group conversations in grid view 
warrants additional thought as placing captions in speaker’s frame 
(P1) may complicate speaker identifcation. 
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Degree of captioning use ofers additional considerations. First, 
for those who rely signifcantly on captions, it is difcult to leverage 
audio with disconnects between audio, video and captioning. As cap-
tions are already delayed, and can’t always be sped up, we discussed 
delaying the audio and video stream for it all to be synchronized. 
Some participants loved the idea while others had reservations. 
Participant P5 wanted to see information at the same time as ev-
eryone else in the conversation, and P10 thought it would make 
it difcult to participate without being interrupted. Participant P4 
felt he had adjusted to the lack of synchronization after years of 
caption use. Second, for those who only glance down to captions 
when they need them, like P9, it is often difcult to tune back into 
speechreading. 

“If I missed something and then I am trying to fgure 
out what was said – then I am kind of busy trying to 
fll in that blank. I miss what’s said immediately after.” 
(P9) 

To reduce the need to search captions, we considered highlight-
ing the relevant phrase in the captions. This feature could be eye-
gaze triggered, where the moment the listener stops looking at the 
speaker’s mouth and shifts to captions, the corresponding phrase 
could be highlighted when captions appear. Alternatively, this could 
manually be indicated using a mouseclick. 

Lastly, participants shared ideas centered around supporting mul-
tilingual speechreaders or speechreaders who are new to a language. 
For multilingual conversations, a simple but useful feature would in-
dicate the language of the conversation or the most recently uttered 
phrase (a valuable type of top-down context). Additionally, being 
able to set multiple languages for captioning could be promising. 
Current systems often eliminate unrecognizable words, not realiz-
ing they might be a diferent language. This multilingual captioning 
could switch between languages as needed. P4 emphasized the need 
to recognize there are diferent levels of understanding: audio and 
literacy, and people may not be equally comfortable with both. So 
phonetic transcription, where any language pronunciation is rewrit-
ten in another language (e.g., Hindi words written in English or 
vice versa), could support accessibility in any language. Participant 
P9 suggested having two sets of simultaneous captions: one uses 
original orthography and the other has a phonetic transcription. 
This could support novice literacy and language learning. 

4.5.3 Other solutions: While our brainstorming focused on 
speechreading in video-calls, participants made suggestions to im-
prove richness of captions alone. In scenarios where speechreading 
is not possible or difcult, some participants (P4, P1 and P5) brought 
up the idea of embedding emotions in captions for rich connection. 
Emotions could be matched to color and integrated with captions 
(e.g., red for anger, blue for sadness, yellow for happy), keeping in 
mind cultural context and color theory. As this idea was run by 
other participants, there were concerns about algorithmic accuracy 
in interpreting human emotion. P8 thought that such extraction 
would be redundant, preferring to rely on video for nonverbal cues. 
Participants also envisioned technology to support wider range of 
experiences. For example, to bridge the gap between online and 
in-person modes, some participants brought up augmented reality, 
which would take some of the above described technologies, and 
bring them to in-person. Similarly, P8, who misses body language 

and the 3-dimensional nature of in-person interactions, thought 
VR could be promising in bringing that to video-calls. 

Finally, participants underscored the need for awareness and pol-
icy to complement design solutions. In light of their advocacy work 
with the community, they fnd there is a need to improve visibility 
and awareness of i) access supports ofered and ii) access needs of 
the d/DHH community. This was reinforced by two participants: 

“I do think that the general public would care about 
these issues if they knew what the issues were. I think a 
lot of it is just out of ignorance and lack of exposure.” 
(P9) 
“Leaving it to the person who needs it, bad idea. Some-
times the person who needs it, doesn’t even know what’s 
available or what could help.” (P6) 

5 DISCUSSION 
Through our study, we have shared lived experiences of speechread-
ers and why they value speechreading. The efort and skill that 
goes into attending to all streams of communication – words, body 
language, context – highlights the value placed on truly receiving 
and understanding what is communicated. Yet many accessibility 
technologies and communication platforms focus heavily on hear-
ing: the auditory and the semantic part of language. While we do 
not dismiss the value of the semantic, we encourage technologists 
to consider all ways of listening. 

5.1 Technical, Environmental and Sociocultural 
Considerations 

Looking beyond functional goals, such as hearing or listening, we 
argue that accessibility technology cannot negotiate access with-
out understanding and contextualizing it. Our conversations with 
participants highlight the myriad of considerations that go into 
provisioning access. Expanding on McDonnell’s suggested fram-
ing [46], we refect on technical, environmental and sociocultural 
aspects of technology design. 

Technology’s Efect on Speechreading. Many participants use mul-
tiple ATs (hearing aids, captions and speechreading) in concert. 
Research has focused on these individually, as evident with improv-
ing ASR and hearing technology. However, interactions between 
these technologies remain unaddressed. We highlight how captions 
ofer feedback and a fail-safe for speechreading, but also visually 
distract from the face. Addressing the tandem-use of captioning 
and speechreading requires its own set of access modifcations as 
seen in our design session–demonstrating that it is not enough to 
evaluate an AT based on individual use. Some participants consider 
audio to be a part of speechreading, and others consider it disjoint. 
Designers need to consider interactions between AT that come 
from real-world use. 

Environmental Impacts on Speechreading. In exploring the difer-
ences between speechreading online and in-person, we highlight 
the afordances ofered by both modes. Importantly, diferences 
across modes are non-trivial, and future study of access practices 
should study both environments in depth. Hybrid meetings may 
enhance afordances or exacerbate challenges in unique ways. Aug-
mented reality, as suggested by participants, has promise in ofering 
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the best of both worlds. Often implicit in design of these video-
conferencing platforms is choice of language of conversation. By 
presuming English-centric and monolingual speakers, we leave out 
an estimated 50% of the world population that is multilingual and 
code-switches often [2]. 

Sociocultural Infuences and Access Provision. In eliciting reori-
entation strategies and access practices from participants, we dis-
covered sociocultural aspects that impact access provision. For 
example, disclosure of hearing loss has a huge impact on reorienta-
tion strategies used; any access technology would similarly mediate 
disclosure. In navigating inaccessibility, technology has the power 
to decide the division of labour for access. For example, embed-
ding accessibility guidelines and speaker feedback features into 
videoconferencing infrastructure can emphasize that accessibility 
is co-created, and thus cooperation can be prompted. The divided at-
tention caused by captioning and gaze on lips while speechreading 
are both in confict with social norms of maintaining eye contact 
while listening, thus impacting adoption. 

Together, the complex interactions of technical, environmental, 
and social factors underscore the importance of contextualizing AT 
research and engaging with the interdependence framework [8]. 
“Communication is a two way street. . . ” (P2) – the role played by 
conversational partners, whether they are allies, strangers or others 
with hearing loss, cannot be separated out in speechreading acces-
sibility. How AT interacts with other people in the environment 
i.e. through visibility can reinforce credibility or stigmatization of 
disability [16]. 

5.2 Summary and design recommendations 
In this work, we present an exploration of the design space for 
speechreading supports through design probes and design sessions. 
By engaging speechreaders in early stages of design, we hoped 
to set priorities for design in this space. Our participants had the 
choice to iterate on the bottom-up design probes, or come up with 
their own ideas for speechreading supports in the design session. 
Most participants chose to do latter, ofering some valuable insight. 

We followed prior approaches by focusing on viseme disambigua-
tion in our design probe [18, 19] . Thus, our cued-speech-like sup-
ports focused on increasing the upperbound for speechreading ac-
curacy. In contrast, the speechreading specifc designs brainstormed 
by participants (talking head and topic extraction) instead focused 
on reducing the variability of speechreading accuracy across speak-
ers and contexts. The other design ideas also spotlight a myriad 
of ways technology can support speechreading beyond accuracy: 
reducing cognitive load, mitigating variability, enhancing access to 
richness. 

Bottom-up supports may still be valuable for some speechread-
ers, but may require a diferent approach. Most participants found 
it hard to imagine integrating more annotations to the visual feld. 
They learned speechreading incidentally i.e. through necessity and 
exposure, and were not interested in investing time to learn compli-
cated annotation systems. Thus, the intuitiveness and learning time 
for speechreading supports is a crucial consideration in design. 

Additionally, addressing environmental and sociocultural chal-
lenges is important. In designing their own technology, many par-
ticipants favored accessibility guidelines and awareness campaigns 

for their potential to reduce the advocacy burden. Our empirical 
accounts of speechreading highlight examples of allyship and in-
terdependence. These acts can be seen as a form of linguistic care 
work, i.e. the work done to ensure all conversation participants 
can understand and be understood [25]. How technology ofers 
infrastructure for such linguistic care work and access intimacy is 
another crucial consideration in design. 

Many innovative systems have already been explored in research 
(e.g., topic changes [11, 28], dynamic caption placement [27], cap-
tion highlight [32], AR [40, 49], emotion embedding [21, 50, 61]), 
but could beneft from considering speechreading needs. For exam-
ple [28] helps d/DHH users track topics and speaker identity. They 
found that topic changes were distracting for participants while our 
participants specify these transitions are exactly what they need 
visualized. One explanation for this diference could be participant 
speechreading practices. In another example, our participants sug-
gest using caption highlights to quickly fnd missed words when 
speechreading during video-calls. In contrast, prior work fnds 
value in highlighting important words [32]. The combination of 
missed words and important words could be very powerful for 
speechreaders. Similarly, our work adds to prior discussion about 
speaker feedback features [46, 56] and caption placement [31, 51] 
by ofering insights specifc to video-calls and speechreaders. 

In interpreting these prior works, it is hard to make direct com-
parisons to our own results because there is a lack of clear in-
formation about participant communication practices. Most prior 
papers include a range of d/Deaf and hard-of-hearing participants 
and do not specify the degree to which participants make use of 
speechreading, sign language, and captions in-person or online. As 
seen in our interviews, there is large diversity in access practices 
and experiences across speechreaders and caption users and even 
signers. It would be valuable to see future research include these 
nuances when presenting participant demographics. 

Lastly, our results suggest new spaces for research that have not 
been explored such as video synchronization, language detection, 
and multilingual phonetic transcription. Prior work has examined 
the impact of audio-video synchrony on lipreading [35], and could 
similarly study video-caption synchrony in dynamic conversations 
over video calls. Language detection may ofer valuable support 
in code-switched conversations, but use may be complicated by 
accuracy and speed of existing algorithms. Exploring phonetic tran-
scription may reveal complex interplay between literacy, fuency, 
and speechreading accuracy across languages. A growing body 
of literature studies the use of non-verbal and social cues over 
video call [15, 22, 55] and can inform exploration of design spaces 
described in our work. 

5.3 Limitations 
While our 12 participants had a wealth of diverse experiences to 
share, a larger sample size could draw broader insights. In addition, 
our sample did not include cued speech users. While this is a small 
subset of d/DHH people, their expertise with cued speech could 
have led to new insights and design directions. Additionally, we only 
recruited from the United States of America. While our participants 
had a range of cultural and language backgrounds, recruiting from 
more countries would provide a valuable global context for this 
work and provide insight on speechreading in other languages. 
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Our design probe study was limited to a small number of static 
sentences without any training. Overall, the results were more 
negative than positive. A signifcant amount of new research would 
be necessary to implement a feld-ready deployable system that 
could annotate video on the fy based on recognized phonemes; 
however a next step might be to hand annotate more complex videos 
and provide additional training. We are still assessing whether this 
is the best option given the negative reactions of participants. 

6 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
Human communication is rich and nuanced. How we say say things 
matters just as much as what we say. Many videoconferencing 
platforms feature automated captions to support d/DHH individ-
uals, giving access to semantic components (e.g., words), but not 
much is known about the interaction of captioning with speechread-
ing. Through our conversations with 12 d/DHH individuals, we 
have demonstrated the intricacies of speechreading, and the myriad 
of ways to provision access. We identifed technical, environmen-
tal, and sociocultural factors that contextualize communication 
accessibility, and emphasized importance of the interdependence 
framework. Our exploration of the design space of speechreading 
supports address a mix of technical (disambiguating visemes), envi-
ronmental (multilingual conversations), and sociocultural (accessi-
bility guidelines) issues. Our work also explores the interactions 
between speechreading and captioning. Further, we argue that fu-
ture studies should take a contextualized approach that spotlights 
diversity in communication practices and how they impact technol-
ogy use. Finally, our work highlights the role of interdependence in 
provisioning access and argues for a culture of considering diverse 
experiences and co-creating accessibility. 
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A DESIGN DIMENSION REPRESENTATIONS AND DESIGN PROBE RATINGS 

(a) Consonant (left) and Vowel (right) Representations using 
Color Design Dimensions 

(b) Consonant (left) and Vowel (right) Representations using 
Position Design Dimensions 

(c) Consonant Representations using Shape Design Di-
mensions 

(d) Vowel Representations using Shape Design Dimensions 

Figure 6: Consonant and Vowel Representation Using Design Dimensions 

Table 5: Participants’ Usefulness Rating and Task Accuracy 

Participant Average Usefulness Rating Standard Dev Accuracy 

P1 2.3 0.51 77.27 
P2 1 0 100 
P3 2.5 0.83 100 
P4 3 0 95.4 
P5 2.6 1.03 100 
P6 3.5 0.83 100 
P7 4.8 0.4 100 
P8 3 0.63 100 
P9 1.6 1.03 95.4 
P10 3.8 0.44 95.4 
P11 3.8 0.98 90.9 
P12 2.4 1.67 100 
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